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Editor’s Corner
I keep thinking Spring is just around the corner and the next thing I know they are forecasting snow above 500
ft. for today and tomorrow. The Daffodils and Hyacinths are in bloom along with the Redwoods and Cherry
trees bringing the promise of warmer weather. But when???? By this time of year I am usually overly anxious
for the clouds to lift, the rain/snow to end, and the sun to shine. Sometimes I get impatient and whine to
whomever will listen about the lingering rain and cold. Why doesn’t it just get warm and stay that way? Why
can’t we have Spring and Summer all time? Why doesn’t it just rain at night and the sun shine during the day
every day?
Do you ever feel that way about life
in general? Why can’t I just be happy
all the time? Why do I feel angry?
Why am I depressed? If so and so
would just…. Why doesn’t anyone
love me? Why am I alone? Etc. etc.
etc.
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Just like my impatience with the
arrival of Spring, I sometimes get
impatient with the recovery process. I
want a fix NOW for thought
processes that took years to create.
When I spend too much time being
impatient, I tend to get stuck focusing
on the “Winter” months instead of
anticipating the promise of “Spring” –
emotional health. With anticipation
comes doing the work needed to
enjoy the results. If I don’t plant the
bulbs, flower seeds, or shrubs, it
doesn’t matter how many times
Spring comes around. I won’t reap the
results in my yard. The same goes for
my emotional health. If I don’t do the
work, I won’t reap the results. For me
to do that, my focus has to be on what
the results will be.
Would you would like to find
emotional health? Commit to do the
work necessary and you can enjoy the
“Spring” instead of being stuck in
“Winter”. We at LRI will be happy to
help you get started with “The
Journey”.
Contact
me
at
audrey@yourlri.com with questions,
or visit http://www.yourlri.com for
resources.
Audrey Woods

Three Pound Universe

Someone has aptly
said that it’s a 3 lb.
universe. It’s also an
ishy-guishy grey blob
with many nooks and
crannies (not to be
confused with those
special English
muffins) and smarter
than the greatest
computer ever built.
Until not many years
ago, science thought
that once it was
established or once it
was wounded, it
would stay that way
forever. But
scientists have
discovered, at a more
intr ica te le vel, the
plasticity, the
changeableness, the marvels of God’s creation, the human brain.
Dr. Ben Carson, a pediatric neurosurgeon, and Dr. Fred Epstein,
also a pediatric neurosurgeon, have performed intricate brain,
brainstem and spinal cord surgeries that were considered not only
impossible but unfathomable twenty years ago. To be sure, there are
other miracle-working neurosurgeons around the world as well as
brain scientists who continue to study this giant, changeable, fixable
mass of tissue that controls your heartbeat, your breathing, the
functioning of body organs, the memories of your grandparents,
your childhood experiences where you left your car keys, your
emotions (well, at least lots of them) and also your decisions and
your relationships.
Fairly new science from HeartMath Laboratories in Bolder Creek,
California, has determined the connection between your 3 pound
universe and your heart, and suggests that for many, the needed
connection between the two organs has been paralyzed by the
wounds we have received early on. This causes us to live in
“survival” mode – meaning that we FEAR if we don’t take care of
ourselves - watch our back door, so to speak - no one else will.
That fear makes us develop self-centered techniques, and
unfortunately, causes us to sabotage many of our relationships.
Another brain researcher, Katherine Benziger, Ph.D., has
researched the brain and its quadrants. Synthesized from her work
and rather simply stated, the human brain is divided into four
specialized chunks, which carry specific abilities. Each person is
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“gifted” in one of those quadrants with a greater supply of
oxygen, which makes that chunk of the brain function with
greater ease than the other quadrants.

oxygenated quadrant, (adapting) we run the risk of depleting
physical and emotional energy. Over time, this can be
devastating.

The lower (or basal) left quadrant of the brain
contains words, and numbers and someone gifted in that
quadrant does well in organization, sequencing and
accounting. They are talented with bounded shapes, so
writing with a pen or pencil and choosing the best words
comes quite easily to that individual. Filing, cataloging and
putting objects in proper order is usually a talent, and
something they also enjoy doing!

Ask yourself these questions:

The lower ( or basal) right quadrant of the brain
contains the ability to read people. Individuals gifted here are
very concerned with harmony – colors, shapes, musical
sounds and relationships must be harmonious, and so this
person will seek to create harmony from disharmony. Often
people who excel here are artists and musicians and would
thrive in careers involving helping others.
The upper (or frontal) right gift offers vision. People
so gifted are able to see what most others do not. They are
intuitive, insightful, can see way down the road into what will
come in the future (and are usually right on) They are creative
people who come up with more ideas in a week than others do
in a lifetime (well that might be a slight exaggeration, but
then frontal rights tend to exaggerate) One of Ron’s favorite
descriptions of someone so gifted, is that they like to file in
piles- it would take only a glance into his study to ascertain
that! So now you know his gift!

The upper (or frontal) left quadrant is gifted with
productivity. People gifted in this quadrant excel at being the
major organized bosses of the world. They know how to
assign workers to what job to get the work done most
efficiently. They may not be hard workers themselves, but
because they can delegate, the work gets done. These folks
are financial too, so not only do they want the job done; they
want it done for the best price, and seem to know how to
accomplish that.
Now please understand, what you have read here is NOT
connected to temperament. What we have discovered about
temperament and the inventories that identify a person’s
temperament, is that they identify a person’s adapted
behavior, whereas giftedness is innate, inborn.
Unfortunately, not everyone uses the most gifted quadrant of
their brain all the time – at work, in relationships and at
leisure. It’s a good thing, because we are designed to make
use of all four quadrants for a balanced life and to accomplish
certain tasks. However, sometimes, people adapt to a “chunk”
that is not their most highly oxygenated, and work and relate
from it most of the time. Often they do so to keep peace with
those with whom they are in relationship, and often that
adaptation occurs in childhood and teenage years. When we
spend a quantity of time working or relating in a less
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“If I could do absolutely anything I wanted to do
with no constraint of time, finances, job,
relationships, or any other aspect of my life, what
would that thing be?”
“I feel most peaceful when I am ___________.”
“If I could choose a different job or career, one that
would bring me joy and satisfaction, I would
__________________________________.”
“In my leisure time, I enjoy _______________.”

The answers you give to these questions might just give you
a clue as to what your true gift is. Basically, you want to tell
yourself the truth about your feelings and thinking style.
You want to know what it would take for you to truly feel
fulfilled, satisfied, and successful. Usually that is a clue to
your brain preference – your God given inborn gift. It’s not
always easy to be honest even with ourselves however;
because we may have created one of those deep nooks and
crannies in our brain – a pattern of thinking and doing that
has been repeated many, many times during our lifetime.
Now then, consider consulting your heart. Deep down, at
some level, you know what career or undertaking would
make you truly happy and could be done with ease, even if it
took some time to learn it.
Once you have it figured out, write about the work you
currently do, the way you currently live your life, and why
you are where you are instead of where you want to be.
How was it that you took a detour? Then, condense that to
one page and share it with a spouse, a friend, a counselor or
pastor. Then you might consider sending us a copy of your
one page to audrey@yourlri.com. We just might pull out a
few sentences and post some of those replies anonymously,
in the next newsletter. And what will you get from it?
Maybe for the first time you’ll be telling yourself the truth
and can head in the direction of fulfilling a dream – and that
may be your God-given purpose – your gift to share with
others!
We can testify that living out the purpose that God has given
you, makes every day a blessing to yourself and to others!
We’re looking forward to your letters! Please send them to
audrey@yourlri.com and she will forward them to us.
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"MindPrint©"

Each person is born with a special and individual set of
facial and body features, some of which are a heritage of
parents and grandparents, and others are unique to the
individual.
However, each one has a set of fingerprints that are
completely different or unique from everyone else's.

Golf and Small Group

I wish this story was about how when I joined small group
my golf game became wonderful, how my handicap dropped
10 points, how I became more like Tiger. It’s not.

Each person is endowed with a specific giftedness - a
particular quadrant of the brain which leads the other three.
Combine the giftedness with the experiences from
conception through the first seven years of life, and you
have a "MindPrint ©".

I didn’t start playing golf until my early forties. I did it
because my friends and fellow teachers in my school played
a lot. I had a great course to learn on. We affectionately
called it The Cow Patch. There was probably some truth to
its nickname. Bottom line is that it was quiet, had wide-open
fairways and you pretty much had the course to yourself.

Would you like to find out what your true gift is? Here is a
tool to help you with that process. After completing the
inventory, you will receive a 24-28 page explanation of
your giftedness and suggestions to be successful in every
area of your life and feel hope for the future.

I’d like to claim that I learned well but I was happy just
keeping up with my friends (they weren’t all that good
either). My definition of a great round was if I came home
with the same number of golf balls that I started with – not
necessarily the same ones.

Click here to order your "MindPrint ©" Inventory.

Several years ago, I went on a golf, business outing. There
were four people from my company and four from another.
Before I teed off, I was rather stressed. I was the new kid on
the block. I wanted to measure up. I wanted to be good
enough (the lie at the core of my being kept raising its head).
You can predict how it went. For every ball I hit that wasn’t
as good as my partner’s shot, I tried harder on the next hole.
Between holes, I spent the time reviewing in my mind what
the instruction books said. Those of you who play golf
understand that this was a recipe for disaster: the harder you
try, the worse it gets; the more you think and analyze, the
worse it gets. The worst was I had 3 more days of it!

Announcements
New Web Resource – “Choosing a Counselor” –
Questions to ask a potential counselor.
“The Destination” Update – Projected release date – May
2008.
Issues and Answers – with Ron and Nancy. Five
programs coming on 3ABN. Watch for announcement of
airing times.

Welcome 3 ABN Viewers
Thanks for joining our online
community
1.888.8000LRI

Since that fateful trip I haven’t played a round of golf where
I was comfortable. I became obsessed with doing it right.
Trying so hard to be a success, I started over-powering
every stroke. My swing became unbalanced and jerky. The
truth is my own mind was defeating me. I have, average
athletic skills and had previously proven that I can
consistently hit a golf ball well, but my fears of not
measuring up and appearing incompetent turned me into a
lousy, I mean really lousy, golfer.
The past couple summers, I told myself – “this is the
summer you’re going to get your game together.” I knew I
had to re-learn how to hit a golf ball. Therefore, this spring,
I bought one of those hinged golf clubs that “breaks” when
you swing it improperly. It gives you instant feedback
whenever you’re off line. Wow, did it ever point out my bad
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habits. It took me days before I could swing a complete stroke
without breaking the club.
I’ll admit that the catalyst for purchasing it was watching a
commercial. I wasn’t suckered in when they claimed to take
strokes off your game or when the professional golfer
endorsed it. Rather it was what the commercial said at the end
tag line: Practice doesn’t make perfect – Practice makes
permanent.
That really hit me – it doesn’t matter how much I practice. If
I’m continually doing it wrong, all I’m accomplishing is
making it even more difficult to do it right. My brain had
developed groves/patterns (habits) that automatically initiated
a bad swing. For me to get better, I had to totally change my
thought process by going back to the beginning and learning
how to swing all over again. I had to shed all the bad habits
by changing my thought processes. I had to start doing it right
and here’s the biggie – I didn’t know how to it right. I only
knew the results weren’t what I wanted. I needed help and
feedback learning how to do it the right way.
The title of this column hinted it was about both golf and
small groups. Thus far it has been all about golf. Here’s the
nexus. What is true for golf is equally true for all of my
behaviors and relationships.
•
•

I’m not smart enough to figure it out for myself
I have to go back to the beginning to learn how to do
it right
I must have instant feedback so I don’t practice the
wrong patterns, making them even more permanent

•

Small group is my relationship “swing aid”. It gives me the
feedback that I need. It helps me see things I can’t see for
myself. It helps me think a different way. It provides a safe
environment (that I didn’t have with the seven business
associates that I was trying to impress) where I can work on
my “game.”
If for some reason group doesn’t meet for a couple weeks or
we’re taking a break between segments, I find myself sliding
back into some old habit patterns. Sorry if this sounds like a
commercial but it’s true – you need not only an active small
group but a circle of friends to help hold you accountable and
give you the feedback you need. I’m lucky, I have both.
My golf game is looking better. So are my relationships but it
takes practice and continual feedback.
Donald Writes:
There is not enough time or paper to express
sufficiently what this ministry has done for
me. What they (Rockeys) are doing by
sharing their stories and offering hope will
have a rippling effect in my arena of influence
that will touch hundreds and maybe
thousands of lives.
1.888.8000LRI

Upcoming Live 2008 Events
Date

Place

Seminar

March 22— 23

Portland, OR

Abuse

April 12—13

Chattanooga, TN

Attachment

April 18—19

Ventura, CA

Acceptance

Aug. 16-17

Chicago, IL

TBA

Aug. 18-20

N New England

Worker Mtg.

Sept. 5-6

Ventura, CA

Abuse

Sept. 19-21

Coeur d’Alene, ID

TBA

Oct. 25-26

Walla Walla, WA

Acceptance

Nov. 2008

Miami, FL

Acceptance

Dave Writes:
For 21 plus years I stumbled as a father and felt that I
needed years of courses. When you said that being a
father was as easy as dealing with your own issues, I
rebelled in anger. A year ago, my son and daughter were
afraid of me. My harshness, anger and rigidity
frightened and angered them and they withdrew from
me. I had no relationship with them.
I did my work, took responsibility and confessed my sins
to God and my children. I could accept my children as
they were and didn't need to control them. God took my
non-existent relationship with antagonistic and skeptical
teenagers and transformed it. We now have a loving
relationship that we never had before.
Thanks be to God for His grace.
Thanks be to Ron and Nancy, for being His instruments.
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Last Chance to Register
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**Note: All pictures used with permission
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Bargain
Corner

Slightly
Damaged
3 Available
$6.00 ea.

Phone
Order Only
1-888-8000574
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